ROBERT E. LEE PARK
RENOVATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS:
PAST & EXISTING CONDITIONS,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION & PHOTOS
The following is submitted to comply with historical review requirements associated with the State of
Maryland’s $3 million matching bond-funded grant to Baltimore County for renovations and
improvements to Robert E. Lee Park.
1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION/SCOPE OF WORK
This project consists of a phased series of major capital renovations and improvements at Robert E.
Lee Park in south-central Baltimore County. Though owned by Baltimore City, the park is presently
administered and maintained by Baltimore County under the Department of Recreation and Parks via a
long-term license agreement with the City of Baltimore. The agreement between the County and City
enabled Baltimore County, with State funding assistance to move forward with significant capital
renovations and enhancements that the City could not accommodate as a result of budgetary
constraints. This agreement also reflects the unique regional role of the park, which serves the citizens
of both jurisdictions, as well as the greater Baltimore region and beyond. Much of the park itself lies
within the federally-designated Lake Roland Historic District (BA-1274).
The first phase of work, which already included historical review by the Maryland Historical Trust
(MHT), consisted of the replacement of the park’s main access bridge, which spans the Jones Falls.
The existing bridge, constructed in the 1950’s, was deemed to be in poor condition and in need of
replacement. The new bridge is for pedestrian access only for the public, but supports access by
authorized maintenance, security and emergency vehicles. Renovations to the bridge abutments, a key
architectural component of the park and dating to the 1870’s, were also part of this project phase.
MHT reviewed and approved the bridge and abutment work (see attachments A and B). See pages 5-8
for photos of the bridge prior to and after replacement.
The second phase of the park project involved a wide variety of work, including:


Razing of two structures (caretaker’s house and concessions building), both of which are
listed as “non-contributing buildings” on the National Register of Historic Places record for
the Lake Roland Historic District, and which were built sometime after 1949. See photos
on page 9-10. Both were in poor condition and had suffered from vandalism and neglect.
 Repaving of paved entry road and the renovation and expansion of the park’s parking area
just east of the dam. The previously mentioned concessions building was removed, and a
53-space paved parking lot was constructed. See photo on page 10.
 Correction of severe erosion problems along the Jones Falls, Lake Roland shoreline, and at
trail access points. See photos on page 11-12.
 Construction of an elevated boardwalk from the nearby light rail station (, through adjacent
property being acquired via condemnation (with significant wetlands), to a point adjacent to
the park’s old restroom building (also listed as a “non-contributing buildings” on the
National Register of Historic Places record). See photo on page 13.
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Construction of a secured fenced-in dog park facility at the northeast end of the peninsula
that serves as the park’s primary use area. The dog park consists of a large fenced-in area
where dogs can be let off-leash, as well as a small area where dogs may enter and swim in a
section of the lake. See photos on pages 13-14.
Renovations to the paved paths on the park’s peninsula. Most of the existing paved paths
were repaved, with one section re-rerouted to make room for the dog park and to enhance
site and facility access. See photos on page 15.
Removal of fallen trees and ongoing work to remove dead trees that pose a danger to the
public and to park facilities.
General landscaping and signage.
Minor amenities such as seating, trash receptacles and security gates.

The above work greatly improved the appearance, functionality and safety of the park, transforming it
from its semi-dilapidated state to an attractive, welcoming park with a variety of recreational
opportunities, including opportunities for the public to view the Lake Roland dam and its Greek
Revival pump house, neither of which were involved in the project.
The next phase of proposed renovations and enhancements involve one existing structure and two new
structures:
 The existing restroom building (constructed sometime after 1949) is being converted to an
office/headquarters building where the park’s rangers will be based. As mentioned
previously, this structure was deemed a non-contributing building on the National Register
record. Proposed work includes interior renovations, slate roof repair, and removal and
closing off a window and door on the rear section of the building. Materials that match the
existing slate roof and rock walls will be utilized for this project.

Front view of existing restroom building
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Rear view of existing restroom building, showing the
window that is proposed to be blocked up

Damaged section of roof on restroom building
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Construction of a 12’ x 20’ modular concrete storage building to be situated to the rear of
the building mentioned in the prior bullet. The building façade will be exposed aggregate,
similar to the structure pictured below:



Construction of 40’ x 60’ laminated wood beam picnic pavilion with powder coated steel
pillars on concrete slab, similar to that pictured below.
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2. PHOTOGRAPHS

“BEFORE” IMAGES OF BRIDGE REPLACED IN PHASE ONE OF PROJECT
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“AFTER” IMAGES OF BRIDGE REPLACED IN PHASE ONE OF PROJECT
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RAZED FORMER CARETAKER HOUSE
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RAZED FORMER CONCESSIONS BUILDING

NEW PARKING LOT, ON SITE OF OLD PARKING LOT
AND CONCESSIONS BUILDING
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MISCELLANEOUS EROSION CONTROL MEASURES
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NEW ELEVATED BOARDWALK ACCESS FROM LIGHT RAIL STATION
(PRIMARILY SITUATED ON PRIVATE PROPERTY)

NEW FENCED DOG PARK WITH ADJOINING SWIMMING AREA
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RENOVATED/REALIGNED PAVED PATHS
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MISCELLANEOUS PHOTOS (SEE CAPTIONS)

Dam’s valve/gate house (c.1861), not impacted by project

Dam (c.1858), not impacted by project
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View of parking area from park’s main use area (peninsula). Concrete
lakeside overlook area, which was once the site of an open boat
shelter according to the historical record, was not impacted by project.

Existing park picnic shelter (c.1949), listed in the historic district report
as a non-contributing structure. Not impacted by project.
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The above two photos display the barriers that were installed (wood
posts and large rocks/boulders) to alleviate problems with illegal parking,
which damaged shoulders of roads in and adjacent to the park
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3. SITE CONDITIONS, PROSPECTIVE FUTURE WORK
See attached map for overview of the approximate park boundaries, which displays the general landcover that was in place prior to the commencement of work on the property, and which was impacted
very minimally. The map also displays the location of existing, razed and proposed structures and
improvements.
Robert E. Lee Park is dominated by Lake Roland, whose present surface area is approximately 65-75
acres in size (historical record lists the normal surface area as approximately 100 acres). The dammed
lake is fed by the Jones Falls and Roland Run, which enter the park from the west and north,
respectively. Lake Roland is presently heavily silted, to the point that a delta and islands have been
formed over time. A 2008 engineering report provided a rough estimate of between $10-15 million as
the cost to conduct a thorough dredging project, and made other recommendations including the
acquisition of a nearby property that was deemed to be a source of significant sediment/runoff.
Nearly all of the park’s use areas are west of Lake Roland, with the most concentrated use taking place
on the peninsula area near the south end of the park. The peninsula’s ~6 acres of relatively open
topography, with a proliferation of shade trees of varying sizes, represent the majority of open lawn
area within the park. The remainder of the park area outside of the lake is nearly 100% forested. The
largest mass of woodlands, to the west of the lake and northwest of the peninsula, slope moderately to
steeply up from Lake Roland and include some areas of sensitive serpentine soils. The majority of the
park’s existing natural –surface trails are situated in this wooded area, including the main “spine trail”
that runs from the peninsula to Falls Road atop an abandoned railway. There are a number of stone
culverts along and adjacent to the former rail right-of-way (none impacted by this project), as well as a
bridge that spans the Jones Falls. The bridge is in solid structural condition, but The County wishes to
make limited renovations to its narrow treadway to enhance pedestrian safety.

Side view of former rail bridge
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Top (treadway) of former rail bridge
According to the historical report associated with the national historic district record, the bridge
structure dates to 1924 and is atop abutments that date to 1859. The report states that the bridge “was
constructed after the period of significance, is of uncertain integrity, and does not contribute to the
nomination.” The bridge is the sole structure outside of the roadways, peninsula and dam area that is
presently proposed for any form of renovations.
As part of the County’s efforts to better protect the trails and sensitive areas of the park (including the
serpentine soils), trail use restrictions are being put into place, with certain recreational activities such
as bicycling being restricted to designated trails that are not as prone to erosion.
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